Alpha Culture

1. R&L forearms
2. Stand close
3. Older relatives
4. Orgo/Grego
5. R&L forearms

Hang back – wait for shoulder touch before joining in!
**Orgo/Grego**

1. Shuffle (circle).
2. Turn over bottom card.
3. Award chip and congratulate winner.
4. Play 3-4 rounds then move to new Alphans.
Visitors to Alpha

- Only proper greeting is left forearm. If they try to shake hands → Stipper/limp fish.

- Can’t approach Greens. Orange or blue should ask them to leave if they do!

- Give them the Stipper (and smile) if they:
  - Give an improper greeting.
  - If trying to win Orgo/Grego, punish them by giving them extra chips.
  - If they try to begin conversing without waiting.
  - If they are rude and/or abusive, ask them to leave.
Alpha Status

Blue wristband = leader.

Orange wristband = higher status; protective of greens.

Green wristband = lowest status; may not approach blue or oranges.